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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parts 135 and 145

(Docket No. 25454; Amdt Nos. 135-29 and
145-21J
RIN 212G-AC50

Foreign Repair Station Rules

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: The purpose of these
amendments is to revise the regulations
to accommodl:lte the increasing demand
for maintenance and al!eraUon of U.S.
registered aircraft operated worldwide.
These amendments modify the
requirements for U.S. certification of 8

foreign repair station. In Addition, 8

foreign or domestic mcinufacturer of a
product for which it holds a U.S. type
certificate and that is certificated by the
FAA as a repair station will be allowed
to return to service a component
maintained or altered by a
non certificated source, subject to
specified conditions. Lastly, te bE:
consistent with the air carrier operating
rules, the air taxi/commercial operator
rules are amended to permit the
airworthiness release to be signed by a
pE:rson authorized by a u.S.-certificated
foreign repair station. This action is part
of a general project underway to review
and update a.1I Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) governing repair
stations.
EFFEcnVE DATE: December 22. 1986.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mr. Leo Weston, Aircraft Maintenance
Division (AF&-340). Office of Flight
Standards, Federal Aviation
Administration, 800 Independence
Avenue, SW., \Vashington, DC 20591.
telephoroe (202) 267-1l203.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFO~MATION:

Background

Subpart C. Part 145 of the FAR.
Foreign Repair Stations, has its origin in
Civil Air Regalations (CAR) Part 52 by
an amendment adopted in 1949 as
§ 52.38 (14 FR 623; February 11. 1949).
The purpose of the amendment was to
provide for the issuance of foreign repair
station certificates for facilities located
outside the United States where the
Administrator found that"· •• such
agencies are needed for the
maintenance, alteration, and repair of
United States aircraft operated outside
the United States."

The laCK ofrepair agencies authorized
to perform work on U,S.-registered
aircraft in certain areas outside the

United States at that time resulted in
considerable inconvenience to aircraft
owners, pilots, and operators conducting
international flight operations. It was
recognized that certification of foreign
agencies, even those not staffed with
holders of U.S. airman certificates,
would expedite the maintenance. repair,
end return to service of U.S. aircraft in
those areas where certificated repair
stations were not available. Consistent
with the concept that the maintenance
was to be performed on U.S.·registered
aircraft in areas outside the United
States, the scope of 8 certificated foreign
repair station's authority provided for in
§ 52,38 was limited to "pE:rformailce of
work on aircraft which are used in
operations conducted in whole or in part
outside the United States'" ...... :'

CAR Part 52 was revised in 1952 (17
FR 2981; Aprils. 1952) with § 52.38
becoming § 52.50. When the Civil Air
Regulations were recodified in 1962.
CAR Part 52 became FAR Part 145. and
CAR section 52.50 became FAR sections
145.71 and 145.73 (27 FR 6662; July 13.
1962).

On July 1. 1986. the FAA prepared two
draft internal action notices which were
later revised on October 3,1986. The
first addressed foreign repair station
privileges and responsibilities under
Part 145 and the eligibility of
replacement parts for return to service
on U,S.-registered aircraft. The second
draft action notice addressed air carrier
privileges and responsibilities under
Parts 12] and 135 when using
noncertificated sources for parts. The
draft action notices did not represent
new FAA policy.

Although it is not regular or required
practice for the FAA to solicit comments
on internal guidance material, such as
action notices, the original notices were
broadly circulated to be consistent with
the FAA's practice of seeking
constructive input and promoting
international cooperation. The FAA
received comments from 34 different
entities, including se\-'eral foreign civil
avi;Jtion authorities. Several of the
commenters were of the opinion that
existing rules and practices required
substantive change. and that, to be in
accordance with the Administrative
Procedure Act. a rulemaking proceeding
was appropriate.

In addition, the FA.-\ received
petitions from the Air Transport
Association of America (ATA) (Docket
No. 25169) and the Regional Airline
Association (RAAl [Docket No•. 25162
and 25163). These petitions request
changes to the FAR to clarify the rules
and expand the availability of foreign
repair stations and foreign aircraft
manufacturers for the maintenance and

aIleration of U.S.-registered aircraft and
components, whether or not 8uch
aircraft are used wholly or partly
outside the United States. Related parts
of these petitions have been considered
in the preparation of this rule and are
considered a ptlrt hereof. Issues in the
petitions not within the scope of the
Notice will be acted upon separately,

The civil aviation environment has
changed significantly since the foreign
repair station regulations were first
adopted in 1949. More foreign
manufactured aircraft are being flown
by U,S. operators, and the need for
increased maintenance capability for
U.S.-registered aircraft from both foreign
manufacturers and U.S.·certificated
foreign repair stations has dramatically
increased in the past 39 years. This need
is reflected by exemptions that have
been granted in recent years related to
maintenance and alterations performed
by foreign repair stations. Exemptions to
§§ 145.71 and 145.73 have authorized
certain U.S.-certifica ted foreign repair
sta tions to perform work on foreign
manufactured products to be used on
U.S.-registered aircraft that may not be
operated outside the United States. Over
100 exemptions from the operating rules
have also been issued to air carriers to
pennit them to use other than U.S,·
certificated airmen (i.e" to use foreign
manufacturers and foreign U,S,
certificated repair stations) to repair and
return to service U,S,-registered aircraft
and components under the pro\'isions of
the air caaier operating rules.

Many U.S. air carriers currently use
foreign-manufactured aircraft and other
aeronautical products. This use is partly
a result of multinational consortiums
and cooperative agreements to
manufacture and market domestic and
foreign products between U.S. and
foreign manufacturers, In recent years.
the type Hnd number of aircraft and
aircraft parts manufactured in foreign
countries and used by U.S. operators in
the United States have increased
rapidly.

Many U.S. air carriers use foreign
manufactured aircraft and products as
the prime elements of their fleets. United
States commuter airlines are heavily
dependent upon foreign-manufactured
aircraft. Due to the unavailability of
modern U.S.·manufactured passenger
aircraft in the 20-50 seat range, almost
all of the aircraft with passenger
capacities exceeding 19 seats used by
U.S. commllter airlines are foreign
manufactured, Larger foreign
manufactured aircraft, such as the
Airbus. as well as foreign-manufactured
engines, are being used increasingly by
U.S. air carders.
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)n addition. mnny U.s. aircrr:tf1
rr.anUftir.tufcrs rely on foreign
5ubc:ontraclors for mDny component
parts of their drcrLlft. Under current
rt:gulal~ry limitations. however. foreign
manufacturers (with OJ" without a u.s.
forci~Il repair station certificate) hove
bt:cn unable in many situations to repair
their products. even to the extent that
warranty work has been curtailed.

United Stales operators have
expressed 8 need for expanded access
to U.S.·certificated foreign repair
stations for maintenance. alteration, and
preventive maintenance of their aircraft.
aircraft engines, propellers, appliances.
and component parts because of the
increased worldwide demand for
maintenance and the increasing amount
of foreign~manufacturedequipment
being used by u.s. operators. This
expanded access can be accomplished
by changes to Subpart C. Pari 145, that
would modify the restrictions on who
rnA'" anolv for U.S. certification 8S 8

foreigTI ore-pair station and the limitations
on work that such 8 repair station can
perform.

Accordingly, on November 24, 1987,
the FAA issued Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) No. 87-12(52 FR
45124; November 24, 1987). The notice
proposed to amend Part 145 for
certificating foreign repair stations by
modifying the requirements for
determination of need before 8 foreign
repair station may be considered for
U.S. certification. The notice also
proposed modifying the limitation on the
scope of work that a foreign repair
station may perform on U.S.~registered

aircraft and on aircraft engines.
propellers, appliances, and component
parts for use on U.S.·registered aircraft.
Subject to specified conditions, the
notice provided that a repair station that
is also a U.S. type certificate holder may
use a noncertificated facility for
maintenance. The notice also proposed
amending Part 135 to permit the
airworthiness release to be signed by a
person authorized oy a U.S.-certificated
foreign repair stetion. Comments on the
notice were requested from the public to
be received on or before january 25,
1988.

Subsequent to the opening of the
docket on this notice. on December 21,
1987. Congress, in Amendment No. 45 to
the Conference Report on the Continuing
Resolution H.]. Res. 395 making
CO:1tinuing appropriations for the fiscal
}'eiU 1988. stated that the proposed
rulemaking on foreign repair stations
raised significant policy, economic, and
safety issues that should be carefully
reviewed by the appropriate authorizing
committees, and that the FAA should

defer final aclion on the notice of
propospd rulcmoking until October 1,
1988. (133 Congo Rec. H12799 daily cd.
Dec. 21. 19H7).
-. The FAA received 3,89'; comments on
this notice. "f.hese comnJpnts have been
reviewed and considered by the FAA in
the promulgation of this rule. Of the
3,894 comments reviewed, 3,808 oppose
NPRM No. 87-12 and 79 commenters are
in support. No comments specifically
oppose the proposed amendment to Part
135 to pennit the airworthiness release
to be signed by e. person authorized by a
U.S.-certificated foreign repair station,
end this amemiment is adopted herein
8S p,'oposed, Seven commenters did not
express 8 position on the notice.

Of the 3,894 comments received and
reviewed by FAA, 1,116 comments
regarding foreign repair stations were
received by the FAA prior to the
issuunce of the notice in the Federal
Register on November 24. 1987. The
1.116 pre·docket comments have been
reviewed and generally oppose the
substance of the notice and parallel the
comments received in opposition to the
notice after the docket opened.

A considerable number of comments
on the notice were received after the
docket was closed. As of May 16. 1988.
all of these late comments were
reviewed to ensure that all of the issues
raised by those comments have been
addressed in this rulemaking.

Of the comments opposing the notice,
most of the commenters are either
individual mechanics employed, or
persons who have family members
employed, by a domestic repair station
or airline. The laber unions representing
mechanics. the Air Line Pilots
Association (ALPA) and the Association
of Flight Allendants (AFA).
unanimously oppose the proposal. Other
union groups and organizations, such 8S

the American National Association of
Letter Carriers. the Moving Picture
Machine Operators, the United Food
and Commercial Workers, and the
Aeronautical Repair Station Association
(ARSA) also oppose the Nolice.
American Airlines opposes the proposal
as it applies to all foreign repair
stations, but supports expanding the
scope of the present regulations to
permit foreign manufacturers to support
their own products.

The Office of the Secretary of State
for the State of Oklahoma forwarded a
Resolution. adopted by the House of
Representatives of the Second Session
of the 41st Oklahoma Legislature.
requesting the FAA to withdraw the
proposed rule. By House Resolution No.
139. on February 24. 1988. the House of
Representatives of the Eighty-fourth

Generul Assembly, Secnnd Regular
Se~sk,n. of lhp Slate of Missonri
resolved lh~! the Missouri House of
Representetives encourar.e each
member of the Missouri Congressional
Delegation 10 conlad the United States
DCpl:tftmcnt of Tri:lnsportation and allY
other appropriHte Federal Agency
regarding the potential impact on
Missouri's economy with any expansion
of maintenance authority granted under
Part 145 and that the Chief Clerk of the
Missouri House of Representatives be
instructed to prepare properly
transcribed copies of the resolution for
the Governor of Missouri, the Missouri
Department of Economic Development
and for each member of the Missouri
Congressional Delegation for their
information and possible action. The
Attorney General for the State of
Minnesota urged the withdrawal of the
proposed relaxation of the FAA's rules
regarding the use of foreign repair
stations.

UJ the 79 comments recelvea DY FAi\,
on NPRM No. 87-12 supporting the
proposals contained therein, the
majority of the comments are from
corporate or foreign government entities.
Seven foreign civil aviation authorities
support the notice, as do several foreign
airlines. foreign manufacturers, end
foreign repair stations. as welles their
representative associations. Several U.S.
airlines support the notice, as do their
associations, Several U.S. manufacturers
and associations support the proposal,
including PJ'atl 8: Whitney, General
Electric, Fokker Aircraft of USA,
Incorporated, MBS of America,Inc.,
Aerospace Industries Association (AlA).
and General Aviation Manufacturers
Association (GAMA).

Discussion of Comments

The comments on this notice received
by the FAA address 15 separate issues.
These are discussed below.

Use of a Noncertlficated Facility
Subject to SpecJ/ied Conditions

A number of commenters express
concern and some misunderstanding
with the proposed amendment to
§ 145.47 by adding a new paragraph
(§ 145.47(c)). The new paragraph would
permit a domestic or forei8'1
manufacturer holding a U.S. type
certificate and a U.S. repair station
certificate to have maintenance and
alteration work performed on certain
components by a noncertiticated source
under certain specified conditions.

In proposing the change to § 145.47. it
was the FAA's intent to pennit 8 type
certificate holder holding the U.S. type
certificate for a product it manufactures
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or manufactured to contrAct for
maintenance and alterations of a
component of that product with 8

nonccrlificaled origini:ll component
manufacturer (or licensee). provided
such type certificate holder is also a
U.S.-certificated repair station. This
change would permit the original
component manufacturer (or licensee) to
perform maintenance on or alteration of
8 component of the original type
certificated product it manufactures for
the type certificate holder.

The type certificated product (Le.•
aircraft, aircraft engine. propeller, or
appliance) has been detennined by the
FAA to be of proper design. material.
specification, construction. and
performance for safe operations, and to
have met minimum FAA standards,
rules, and regulAtions. Permitting the
type certificate holder, that is also a
U.S.-certificated repair station, to
maintain the component or to contract
for its maintenance or alteration, wilJ
permit that foreign or domestic type
certificate holder to support its product
(including warranty work). regardless of
where the component was
manufactured. To use a noncertificated
facility for maintenance, 8 type
certificate holder must Dot only hold the
type certificate for the product. including
components thereof, but must also be a
functioning U.S.-certificated repair
station. Under all circwnstances, the
type certificate holder's repair station
must be under its control. Further. the
non certificated subcontractor must have
produced the original component under
the type certificate.

Before a noncertificated source
(original component manufacturer or
licensee) may be used by the type
certificate holder to repair the
component, the type certificate holder
must show the FAA that the original
component manufacturer or its licensee
has all of the necessary data. facilities,
materials. and qualified personnel to
accomplish the work. In addition, the
component would be returned to service
by the type certificate holder in
accordance with a quality control
system for maintenance that (1)
Recognizes the credit given to the
quality control system that the
manufacturer has in place for the type
certificated product as well as the
necessary differences between the
manufacturing and maintenance
processes; (2J is approved by the FAA;
and (3) is included in the operations
specifications and inspection procedures
manual of the type certificate holder's
repair station.

The type certilicate holder, that is also
a certificated reptt.ir station, is

responsible for the airworlhines~ of the
repaired component: (1) By ensuring that
the maintenance quality control system
est8blished for the component was
followed in accordance with the
procedures in its repair slation's
inspection procedures manual; and (2)
by en6uring that the maintenance or
repair of the component was properly
documented. This procedure for using
noncertificated sources is different from
that permitted under current rules
n 145.47(b)), though under bolh
t 145.47(h) and the new t 145.47(cJ the
repair station must have the system
capability to determine the
airworthiness of certain articles ar
processes. The difference between the
two paragraphs is that the quality
contra! system and procedures of the
type certificate holder to control a newly
manufactured component from the
component manufacturer can be
modi lied by the type certificate holder's
repair station to a quality control system
for maintenance. After a component is
repaired by the component
manufacturer. the component will go
through the type certificate holder's
repair station maintenance quality
control system. The type certificate
holder's repair station will inspect such
8 component in accordance with its
inspection procedures manual to ensure
that, before the component is placed in
stock for use in an aircraft or part
thereof, it is in a good state of
preservation and is free from apparent
defects or malfunctions.

Under the existing rules (§ 145.47(b)),
a repair station, if authorized by the
FAA, can only contract those functions
asterisked in Appendix A to Part 145.
The amendment to ~ 1-I5.47(c) will
pennit the type certifica te holder to
contract for the repair of a component
under its repair station certificate using
the quality control system inspection as
set forth in its inspection procedures
manual. Under this amendment, any
maintenance functions that are included
in the inspection procedures manual of
the type certificate holder's repair
station may be accomplished under the
quality control system approved for the
repair station.

In proposing this concept, the FAA
recognized the process established and
approved for type certification and
manufacture of new products, and
established a parallel system to include
maintenance requirements for a product
and to provide an additional means for
a repair station to contract out certain
components to a noncertificated facility
for maintenance. This process is
intended to ensure that the repaired
component, like the original

manufactured component. is airn'orthy
and me..~ls all requirements for
insl31la~ion on the type certificated
produtt. 1 his process also recognizes
that the original component
manufacturer -is a viable source for
engineering data. technical expertise,
and service information. In addition. the
repair of the component would be
accomplished under the auspices of a
U.S.-certificated repair station (the type
certificate holde,·), which has mel the
requirements under Part 145 for such a
facility. and is inspected and appro\'ed
by the FAA.

Twenty-seven commenters supporting
the notice recommend that the FAA
permit a non-type certificated original
component manufacturer to carry out
maintenance and repair on its products
8S a "noncertificated source" under very
broad conditions. The commenters
recommend that the noncertificated
component manufacturer be permitted
to approve a product's return to service
without quality verification by a type
certilicate holder and have the authority
for direct shipment of parts.
Commenters also recommend that the
United States accept direct shipment
from the component manufacturer if the
manufacturer is approved and
authorized to maintain the product by 8
national (foreign) airworthiness
authority.

These recommendations Bre beyond
the intent and purpose of rulemaking as
contained in the notice and will nol be
considered. However, with respect to
the authority contained in the new
§ 145.47(c). when the FAA certificates a
foreign manufacturer (that is a holder of
a U.S. type certificate) as a foreign
repair station. any relevant approvals
given by foreign ain~,lQrthiness

authorities will continue to be
considered. If the nancertificated
component manufacturer desires to
direct ship B repaired component to a
user. bypassing the type certificate
holder, this amendment provides for a
component manufacturer to become a
U.S.-certificated repair station with an
appropriate rating and, thus, be
accorded such privileges.

Other commenters contend that by
adding a new paragraph to § 145.47 as
proposed. a conflict would arise with
the existing t 145.47(bJ in that the
proposal would limit the use of outside
vendors to essentially the original
equipment manufacturers and their
subcontractors. The commenters also
point out that the proposed new
paragraph to he added to t 145.47 is in
conflict with § 145.1(cJ, which specifies
that regulations regarding maintenance
performed by manufacturers are
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n:\".~rcd lifldC'f J'<>fl 1'15, Sebp;tt'l D, and
that §~ 145.11 Ihrua~h ]45.:'8 do not
f!Pj:!Y to nli.lr,uf~clurtt's.Accordingly,
the C01llOlfnkrs cor.tf':nd that any n:.ies
inl£mdcd 10 apply to manufClctLlrers
should bp B;J~ressed only in Sllbpart D.
ralher than in St;1)p&r1 B. os p;-oposed.

The FAA sees no conflict in § 145.47
between existing parugrnph (bJ find the
paragI aph proposed for inclusion in that
sectio!1 8S new paragraph (c.).
Furthermore. B manufacturer with a
limited rating under Part 145. Subpart 0,
cannot contract for repair of B

component to 8 noncertificated facility
and mu!:! perfonn its maintenance Gnd
preventive maintenance operations in
accordance with Part 43. Presently,
1145.47(b) provides that a repair station.
after obtaining approval from the FAA,
may contract certain limited functions of
repair to another facility without having,
in house, the required equipment and
materials for the function. Those job
functions that can be so contracted to an
outside agency are set forth in Appendix
A to Part 145. In such an arrangement,
the repair station must determine the
aif\\."orthiness of the artide involved
before it is retwned to service, unless
the contractor is an appropriately rated
repair station, in which case the part
would be returned to service in
accordance with the procedures as
authorized in the repair station's
inspection procedures manual. To
determine the airworthiness of the
article involved, the repair station must
not only be appropriately rated to
pe:-forrn the contracted function, but
must have the appropriate data,
qualified personnel, and inspection
capabilities to ensure the airv.·orthiness
of the article involved.

The new paragraph (§ 145.47(c))
would permit a type certificate holder
that is a certificated repair station to
subcontract any repair of a component
of a type certificated product to the
noncertificated component
manufacturer. Such a type certificate
holder would be responsible for the
ainvorlhiness of the artich:: involved. as
required in current § 145.47(b). However,
as long as the component is returned to
service in accordance with the FAA
approved quality control system of the
type certificate holder's repair station,
the airworthiness of the article involved
is effectively ensured. This process and
the scope of pennitted maintenance are
the basic differences between existing
1145.47(b) and new 1145.47(c).

The FAA also disagrees that the
amendment to § 145.47 is in conflict with
1145.1(c). Section 145.1(c) provides that
a manufacturer may obtain 8 repair
station certificate with 8 limited rating

h"su( d undp.r Suup.,rl n of I'r.:", 1';;. to
exr:f{;;~e the prh'ilcgr ~ of th,,1 rilting es a
"01., rn: f:i ct l.j Tl':1 . S. TT:2 i r: u.:r.ct:lCC fru..:i JrI y"
{l\j~,,:J'} W;~hOdl h<;vint: tu nlf'c.:Ilr.f· Vi1~ic

rt:quil cmenl~ fOi ~ repair :-t"tion 2~ set
forth in Subpar: B of purt 11;5. Thl'
amendment. ho~\'cvcr. requires th~ type
certifiCate haIrier to oblFlin a rating as a
repair stat:on and to meet bll of the
requirements for a certificated repair
5totion 8S set forth in Subpart B or C of
Part 145.

A comme:1ter elsa recomnlends that
the proposal to add a new parasraph (c)
10 § 145.47 be withdrawn and that the
FAA amend § 43.3[i] relating to persons
authorized to perform maintenance,
preventive maintenance. rebuilding, and
alterations. The commenter recommends
that the word "maintain" be added to
that paragraph to allow a manufacturer
holding a type certificate and its
subcontractors \0 perfonn maintenance,
in addition to rebuilding and alterations.

The FAA disagrees with this
recommendation. Such an amendment
would not establish 8 parallel
maintenance quality control system-as
would be accomplished by adding a new
paragraph to 1145.47-but would permit
a manufacturer's maintenance facility to
perform maintenance on a component
without showing maintenance
capabilities required under Subpart B of
Part 145. Further, as foreign
manufacturers do not hold production
approvals, this suggestion would
exclude such foreign manufacturers.

Several commenters express the
concern that. as proposed. 1145.47(c)
would require a component
manufacturer's noncertificated facility
that repairs a component for a type
certificate holder to send the repaired
component part "through" the type
certificate holder for quality verification.
The commenters point out that such a
physical transfer of the repaired
component back 10 the type certificate
holder's repair station would be
pointless, cause delay, and increase
expense. The commenters further
maintain that only the manufacturers of
the component have the spf.clalized test
equipment for 8 full specification check.

Thc FAA disagrees that it would be
unnecessarily burdensome for
components repaired by a
noncertificated contractor, as defined in
new 1145.47(c). to be routed physically
through the type certificate holder's
repair station facility. This inspection is
essential if such a component
manufacturer remains noncertificated. If
the component manufacturer were
certificated by the United States as B

repair station. the requirement 10 route
the component through the type

ccr:.f;,·;:I;' hrJic": \','ot:ic! r:(":1 I·,
nl:Cf'::;s:Jry. 01' t-\'l'n app'"lpri<:J!(' i-lsrlJn,ing
thf' ri''1'i'Jr.I'nllll~ndd( jtl~pr if, r:'"n~l!r!y

rateLl Ll~:.I1t,e cUr:lpOnenl rnF.T!:.Jf<-tc~lIrcr

cO:Jld di,ect ~lli~ fI TPpbired compoJlp.nt.
ImportiJnt ~?.fety oLjer.tin·s t:cn oilly be
sa!i:-:fied if the individual com~onents
are r<::llrneu to s;:'T\·jce b}' a certificated
repair station in accordance with thE:
qus.lity control system of thf': type
c£-Tt;ficl:Ite holder's repair station. as
approved by the Admini~trator and set
forth in tlle operations specifications
and inspection procedures manual of the
1ype certificete holder's repair station.
The FAA, in adopting the concept 88

proposed in § 145.47 for a new
paragraph (c), has clarified this inlent in
the wording of the final rule.

Other comrnenters referring to the
proposed new paragraph. § 145.47(c](1).
express concern that there may be a
potential ambiguity concerning whether
or not the type certificate holder can use
the privileges granted by this section if
the product is no longer in production.
They also suggest that § 145.47(c](1] be
changed to "the product" as opposed to
"a product."

The FAA agroes with both of these
suggestions and in § 145.47[c)(1), as
adopted. has eHminat.ed any question 88

to whether or not a certificate holder
that still holds the type certificate for
the product can use the privilege granted
if the product is no longer in production.

Other commenters express concern
that the new authority in § 145.47(c] for
holders of repair station certificates,
that are also holders of u.S. type
certificates. might affrct the current
authority of an Subpart B and Subpart C
repair stations 10 contract with
nonccrtificated a£encies es currently set
forth in Appendix A to Part 145.

As stated above. it is the FAA's intent
that the authority in new paragraph
§ 145.47(c) is in addition 10 the existing
contracting authority in § 145.47(b). and
§ 145.47(b) authority is not affected by
this amendment.

A commenter questions whether or
not the proposed amendment to § 145.47
benefiting original equipment
manufacturers is justified. In the
commenter's opinion. the proposed
change to § 145.47 would extend the
ability to use noncertificated sources
beyond warranty work re\;siC'ns
without an apparent safety justification.
The commenter contends 1hat the
proposed amendment may be based on
an FAA assumption that 1he
manufacturing process and the repair
process involve basically the seme
engineering concepts, whereas the
manufacturing process and the repair
process utilize different anal)'ses.

I,
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The FAA agrees that the processes of
manufacturing 8 single product line and
of repairing the product do not
necessarily involve the same knowledge
or perspective. A manufacturer's quality
control system and 8 maintenance
quality control system may not be the
Bame, but similarities between these two
processes do exist and CBn be
recognized. The amendment lakes
advantage of the process already
established and approved for type
certification and manufacture of new
products and establishes 8 parallel
maintenance concept. This maintenance
process for the repair station of the type
certificate holder would explicitly be set
forth in its repair station's operations
specifications and inspection procedures
manual 88 approved by the
Administrator. A component of the type
certificated product repaired by the
component manufacturer would only be
returned to service if the type certificate
holder's repair station ensures that the
component has been returned to service
in accordance with the repair station's
maintenance procedures and approved
quality control system.

Concern is also expressed that the
proposal to add a new paragraph [cJ 10
A145.47 would permit and encourage a
"paper transaction" between the type
certificate holder and an associated
repair station to create a minimal
corporate relationship with a type
certificate holder. Under the proposal.
the work done by the repair station of
the manufacturer type certificate holder
would be under the quality cootrol
system of the Iype certificate holder.
This will be covered in each repair
station's operations specifications and
inspections procedures manual for each
type certificate holder's repair station
that undertakes to exercise the authority
under new A145.47(c].

Commenters contend that there is no
assurance that the noncertificated
licensee of a noncertificated component
manufacturer would have any repair
competence, as no requirements are set
forth that the licensee establish any
corporate relationship or have any
repair insight into the component
manufacturer's design concept.

The FAA's intent is to permit a
licensee of a component manufacturer
that actually manufactures the
component to also do repair work, if
tha t licensee is approved in the same
manner as the original component
manufacturer in accordance with the
FAA-approved operations specifications
and inspection procedures manual of the
type certificate holder's repair station.

The proposal for amendment of
1145.47 as contained in the notice has

been modified in accordance with the
discussion above.

"Need" for Foreign Repair Stations

Those commenters opposing
modification of the foreign repair station
roles in Part 145. Subpart C. would
retain the existing wording in i 145.71
that a foreign repair station certificate
would be issued only if the
Administrator finds that the slation is
necessary for maintaining or altering
U.S.·registered aircraft outside of the
United States. The notice proposed
deletion of the restriction that such U.S.
aircraft be "outside of the United
States." Of tho~e commenters
supporting the Notice in general, the
majority favored deleting this
restriction. The commenters point out
that the current regulation is a very
restrictive approach to foreign
maintenance and repairs and is based
on factors increasingly out of touch with
the international character of modem
aviation. They emphasize that the
current regulation, which was written
for an aircraft fleet thaI was all U.S.
manufactured and only occasionally
operated oveneas, is inappropriate in
today's multinational aviation markets
and industries.

Twenty-one commenters supporting
the notice recommend that the required
statement of need be eliminated from
A145.71 or, if retained, the word
"necessary" be defined more precisely.
These commenters suggest that the
"need" clause would lend itself to an
interpretation whereby the FAA, on
grounds unrelated to safely. could
determine which repair stations could
be used by U.S.+registered aircraft
owners. As pointed out in the notice, the
FAA does not intend to implement the
"need" clause in such an inappropriate
manner.

In developing the proposals contained
in the notice, the FAA desired to retain
a requirement for need when certifying
foreign repair stations. The FAA has
stated that U.S. foreign repair station
certification should not be used in a
manner that has no relationship to the
support of U.S.-registered aircraft or U.S.
operators. Further, it is necessary to
retain a provision which requires a
showing of need to avoid situations that
could develop where certification is
requested where no reasonable need to
support U.S.-registered aircraft could be
expected to develop. This provision will
ensure that foreign repair stations that
would not support U.S.+registered
aircraft would not burden U.S. resources
for FAA certification or recertification.
As to the recommendation to explain the
word "necessary" in a more precise
manner, the use of this word in existing

1145.71 has not led to the difficulties in
administration of the regulation that
some commenters suggest. The word
"necessary" 8S retained in i 145.71 will
not be used to deny the issuance of
foreign repair station certificates to
otherwise qualified applicants provided
6uch stations will work on U.S.
registered aircraft.

Scope of Work of Foreign Repoir
Stations

Those commenters opposing
modification of the foreign repair station
rules in Part 145, Subpart C. would
retain the existing wording in 1145.73
that a foreign repair station can work on
U.S.-registered aircraft and on aircraft
engines, propellers. appliances, and
component parts for use on U.S.-
registered aircraft only if such aircraft
are used in operations conducted wholly
or partly outside of the United States.
The notice proposed deleting this
geographical restriction. All commenters
supporting the notice agree with this
deletion. These commenters contend
thaI the geographic limitation in the
scope of work of authorized foreign
repair stations in today's environment
creates an unrealistic regulatory
situation. For example, if a foreign
repair station performed identical
maintenance on the identical
components of two identical aircraft of a
U.S. air carrier. one aircraft of which
operated outside of the United States
and the other operated solely
domestically. a literal interpretation of
existing § 145.73 would result in a
determination that the aircraft operating
internationally was legally maintained
while the aircraft operating domestically
was not. The FAA recognized this
anomaly in the notice by pointing out
that if properly qualified and certificated
by the FAA. a foreign repair station
operating in accordance with FAA 0 'vi.
requirements and surveillanc ;n----
provide proper nd 8 aintenance
and alteratio 0 .s.-registered aircraft
and their components. This capability
does not depend on the aircraft's
physical location at the time
maintenance or alteration is required
and accomplished. The amended rule
deletes this geographical restriction.

Return of Worranted Ports to the Type
Certificate Holder

RAA and several U.S. commuter air
camers commenting in support of the
notice emphasize the necessity that such
operators be given the flexibility to
return warranted aircraft components or
unusually troublesome components back
10 the manufacturer, that hold. the type
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certificate. for maintenance. RAA
indicates that the commuter industry in
the United States currently operates
approximately 780 foreign-built aircraft
representing about 41 percent of the
total estimated commuter aircraft in
operation in 1987. or the 18 most
commonly flown types of passenger
aircraft in regional airline service in
19B7, 12 were foreign manufactured.
Those foreign aircraft together
constituted over 65 percent of the total
seating capacity of the regional
passenger industry in 1987.

Several commuter/regional airlines
state that the proposed amendments in
the notice would greatly facilitate
maintenance support of their foreign
build aircraft by providing more
flexibility through increased resources
by permitting operators to reduce
inventories of high.value replacement
components. They also point out that
certificated repair stations in the United
States have long had the opportunity 10
acquire the tooling, equipment, and
training to support foreign·manufactured
aircraft system components and have
largely failed 10 do so.

One operator states thel it has been
operating the German Domier D0-228
aircraft for over 3 years, and during this
time has been directly involved in an
attempt to broaden the scope of
domestic capabilities for the
maintenance of foreign-built
components on its aircraft. This
commenter contends that due to the
small Domier fleet size in the United
Slates. there has been resistence by
domestic repair stations to purchase the
necessary test equipment, special tools,
repair parts, inventory, and
documentation from the respective
foreign manufacturer.

Commenlers opposing the notice
disagree with the views of the
commuter/regional airline industry on
this issue. These commenters question
the role and place of commuter/regional
airlines in the airline industry as a
whole, and suggest that the views of
these airlines be discounted. The
cummuter/regional airlines are those
carriers that provide regularly scheduled
passenger and/or cargo service with
aircraft seating less than 60 passengers
and cargo payload capacity of 18,000
pounds or less. These airlines operate
pursuant to schedules published in
widely used airline schedule guides. The
commuter/regional airline industry has
shown dramatic growth during the years
since the Airline Deregulation Act of
19i8 and has been recognized 8S
representing B distinct class of air
carriers. Today, these airlines are an

integral part of the nation's air
transporation system.

Because the Airline Deregulation Act
of 1978 (and subsequent Civil
Aeronautics Board sction) permitted
communter/regional airlines to operate
aircraft with up to 60 seats and e
payload capacily of up to 18.000 pounds.
these carriers were able to operate more
efficiently. This development, which
allowed carriers to match the most
economical airplanes to their market
requirements, spurred a worldwide
revolution in new aircraft development.
Today, a series of new generation light
transport aircraft, most of them foreign
manufactured, are being put into service
by the commuter/regional airlines.
According 10 RAA. in 1986 the 179
commuter/regional airlines carried 28.4
million passengers and the average
number of passengers per airline
enplaned in 1986 was 158,400. RAA
states that regionelairline industry
revenue passenger miles grew to 4.47
million in 1986.

The FAA recognizes this need as
expressed by the regional airline
industry and others for operators to be
able to return warranted parts to a type
certificate holder for maintenance, not
only by the adoption of the rules relaling
to Part 145 regarding foreign repair
stations, but by the amendment to
§ 135.443 as well.

Impact on Air Safet}'
Two thousand and seventeen

commenters express concern with an
anticipated negative impact of the
proposal on air safety. Several state that
they had firsthand experience with poor
quality work performed overseas. Some
specifics relating to safety include the
lack of quality control in foreign shops.
work permitted to be done by
unqualified people. and the lack of lools
and facilities necessary to maintain
aircraft effectively. Many commenters
express an opinion that the standards of
foreign repair stations are considerably
and routinely lower than the standards
of U.S. domestic repair stations. The
overriding concern expressed by such
commenters is that work is being done
in foreign repair stations by non-U.S.·
licensed mechanics. Many commenters
are concerned about work being done
and approved by noncertificated
supervisory and inspection personnel as
welL Because of these points, the
commenters conclude that a rash of
"bogus parts" would appear, and
unauthorized replacement parts for use
on U.S.-registered aircraft would result
from Ihe change under the proposal.

These commenters also contend that
air safety would be compromised,
because translation difficulties are

currently being encountered when
maintenance records are oLtained on
aircraft and components repaired and
operated outside of the United Slates. In
particular, the commenters point to
difficulty in obtaining adequate
transli:ttions of repair records since
"some languages do not have technicul
terms which can be translated into
English." These commenters conclude
that changing the foreign repair station
regulations without a uniform language
requirement for maintenance records
would increase the likelihood of
inadequate records and compromise the
FAA's ability to regulate and enforce its
own requirements. They also state that
the Notice should be withdrawn,
because the proposals in the Notice do
not include assurances that the quality
of aircraft maintenance perfonned by
foreign repair stations is equal to that
performed by domestic repair stations.

No substantive information or
examples were submitted by these
commenters in support of their
aUegations that if the proposed changes
were adopted there would be B negatiVE
impact on air safety.

The FAA has stated that if the
proposals in the Notice are adopted, an
equivalent level of air safety will be
retained. The FAA has concluded thaI
these changes will not derogate safety.
Foreign repair stations, which have been
found properly qualified and cerlificated
by the FAA and have been operating in
accordance with FAA requirements and
surveillance, have been providing safe
and proper maintenance and alteration
on U.S.-registered aircraft and their
components for almost 40 years. No
substantial evidence to the contrary has
been presented by any commenter. The
FAA intends that this safe maintenance
will continue and that safety will not be
adversely affected by the adoption of
this rule. Each foreign repair station
must prove to the FAA thaI it fully
complies vdth all of the requirements to
be an authorized U.S.-certificated repair
station before the FAA will issue it a
certificate to work on U.S.-registered
aircraft. These requirements are similar
to U.S. domestic repair stations except
that foreign repair stations do not
require U.S.-certificated airmen in
inspection and supervisory positions.
However, the FAA does review the
qualifications of these ainnen, even if
they are certificated by the country in
which the station is located, to ensure
that they are able to perform, supervise.
and inspect the work for which the
repair station is rated. The foreign repair
station or rating must be renewed every
12 or 24 months in accordance with
§ 145.17. U at any time the repair alation
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fails to comply with the FAA
requirements. its certificate can be
suspended and/or revoked as has been
the case in the past. The FAA has the
power of emergency suspension if the
situation warrants.

When the Administra tor issues 8

foreign repair station certificate. 8

fmdmg is made that the holder is
compc:tcnt to perfonn safety the repairs
for which it is fated. Prior to the
issuance of such 8 ceI1jfjcate. 8
representative of the Administrator
reviews the detailed application which
is required to be submitted, analyzes the
station's proposed inspection
procedures and quality control system,
examines the physical facilities of tile
repair station. scrutinizes the
organization Bnd the personnel who are
to perform these functions, and assesses
the outside sources that the station
intends to utilize. Only after this safety
review does FAA consider issuance of a
foreign rt:pair station certificate.

Thus. the certification process for a
foreign repair station is substantially the
same as the process the FAA uses for
domestic repair facilities and involves
the same standards. U 8 foreign repair
station has heen found to he competent
to repair 8 U.S.-registered aircraft
opera ting wholly or partly outside of the
United States, as permitted under the
current rules, then it should be equally
competent to make those same repairs
for aircraft operating within the United
States. When found properly qualified
and certificated by the FAA, 8 foreign
repair station, in accordance with FAA
requirements and sllT"'eillance, can
provide proper and safe maintenance
and alteration on U.S.-registered
aircraft and their components. This
amendment does Dot change that facl

Under current regulations for
domestic repair stations, only an
individual in a supervisory or inspection
category Deed be certificated as an
airman; consequently, a person
performing routine maintenance need
not be an FAA·certificated ainnan.
However, as to supervisory and
inspection personnel, both the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938 and its
successor, the Federal Aviation Act of
1958, as amended., specifically provide
that individuals employed outside the
United States in charge of the
inRpection. maintenance. overhaul, or
repair of aircraft, aircraft engines,
propellers. or appliances may. to the
extent that the Administrator may
provide. be excepted from the
requirement to hold aD appropriate U.s.
airman certificate. This statutory
mandate was recognized in the adoption
of the foreign repair station regulations

in 1949, This exception, authorized by
Congress. is being carried out by the
FAA.

As to the contention that inadequate
maintenance records are obtained from
foreign repair stations because some
lang:lages do not have technical terms
which can be translated into English. the
Lexicon of TemlS Used in Connection
with International Civil A viation of the
International Civil Aviation
Organization (lCAD) provides for
uniform use of such technical terms.
Al,o, the ICAO Standards and
Recommended Practices require
adequate recordkeeping, regardless of
the language,

In a letter to the FAA, the National
Safety Council (NSC) recommends that
the FAA not amend §§ 145.71 and
145.73. NSC is of the view that foreign
repair stations should not provide
modification, major repair, or overhaul
work without inspection by U.S.
licensed personnel, unless the aircreft
are operated wholly outside of the
United St.tes. NSC also refera to a
contact with the U.S. Air Force
Inspection and Safety Center [AFlSC)
who is familiar y.,ith foreign standards.
According to the AFISC contact (as
related by the NSC). no AFISC .
personnel would agree that foreign
regulatory standards are equivalent to
U.S. standards, and"· •• if foreign

. nationals are doing our maintenance
work, we could be in trouble." AFISC
personnel. as we!! as NSC, are
apparently of the opinion that the
proposals as contained in the Notice are
solely for monetary purposes and that
the FAA did not consider the actual
~fety impact. On the other hand, the

4'AA is advised that the U.S. Air Force
has relied heavily on foreign sources to
repair its deployed assets for many
years. Such reliance involving airframes,
engines. and exchangeables increases
Air Force readiness and sustainability
by retaining these assets close to \he
operating locations where they would be
used during conflict. Moreover, the Air
Force has advised that "••• we have
found the reliabilitifQ!)foreign work to

........be comparable to U.S.'~mrk."

FAA Surveillance 0+
Six hundred and fifty-eight

commenters contend that if the
proposals in the notice are adopted, the
FAA would be unable to monitor foreign
repair stations effectively. due to limited
inspector personnel, and compliance
monitoring and enforcement would be
impossible. Among such commenters
are the Tramport Workers Union
[TWU) and the Aeronautical Repair
Station Association (ARSA). According
to TWU, the ratio of FAA inspectors to

air carrier opretors has signfiicantly
decreased since deregulation, ARSA
contends that there is a serious
inadequacy i"n the FAA's inspection and
enforcement system which has a direct
bearing on these proposals. ARSA
further states that its members have
reported that the average interval
between FAA physical plant inspections
and document reviews ranges from 6 to
over 36 months with the typical interval
being 18 months. Many commenters
express belief that the FAA la already
stretched beyond its limits without
incurring additional responsibilities.

The cast to the FAA for additional
inspectors is addressed by many
commenters. Although Part 187 permits
a charge for certification, these
commenters contend that the costs of
inspector hiring, training, etc., cannot be
recovered.

Two aeronautical authorities, from the
United Kingdom and the Federal
Rep~blicof Germany, atate that they do
not believe there would be any increase
in applications for FAA foreign repair
station certificates if the proposals in
the notice are adopted because. during
the past 18 months of debate on the
foreign repair station issue, there has
been little or no increase in the number
of organizations (repair stations that are
not U.S.-certificated) expressing aD
interest to either government for
certification.

A large domestic repair station,
generally supporting the notice,
contends that it is reasonable to project
a reduction in the approximately 200
existing foreign repair station
certificates by the end af 1988. This
commenter bases tl-Js contention on
several factors: {1} The FAA appean to
have implemented a general policy of
reissuing Part 145 certificates for 12
months rather than 24 months so as to
reduce the number of existing
certificates; (2) it is fair to assume that
the FAA will review foreign repair
station certificate applications more
rigorously in the future; (3) there will be
no surge in the number of foreign repair
station certificates granted to
organizations located in less·developed
countries witb low labor costs since the
FAA will exercise more scrutiny of 8

foreign repair station certificate
application from a less-developed
country: {4} if there are any cost
advantages in terms of lower wages.
those labor advantages are being offset
by the change In the relative value of the
foreign country's currency with the
dollar. and (5) an air carrier will
carefully assess a number of factors
prior to committing to a foreign repair
station. including the continued
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availRbility of thai facility 85 a source of
maintenance.

This commentcr further contends that
the certification and surveillance system
conducted by the FAA is critical to the
integrity of foreign and domestic repair
stations. as well 8S all entities regulated
by the FAA, 11 there is any shortfall
between the cost incurred by the FAA in
surveillance and certification of foreign
repair stations and the charges assessed
for those services. immediate
amendment of Part 187 to recover those
costs should he initiated.

Several U.S. air carriers state that
they do not believe any increase in the
number of foreign repair stations
servicing airline aircraft would
approach the magnitude suggested by
the FAA. The 50 to 100 percent increase
mentioned in the notice was intended
only as an example. Those numbers
were used to demonstrate that even for
a very large percentage increase, the
effects would be minima1. These
commenters state that those foreign
repair sgencies with a capability and
capacity to service U.S.-registered
airline aircraft have already become
certificated within the past 39 years, and
that resources available to the FAA
from the fees assessed foreign repair
station applicants are sufficient to fund
the necessary personnel to provide the
required inspections.

In addition, these air carriers note that
foreign repair stations are not only
subject to the same FAA surveillance
imposed on domestic repair stations,
but, in addition, all work performed for
a U.S. airline by any outside repair
agency, either domestic or foreign, must
be accomplished in accordance with the
air carrier's FAA-approved maintenance
operations specifications. Furthermore,
the records of aU work performed by
such repair agencies must be made and
maintained in accordance with the
current Federal Aviation Regulations.
Thus. these air carriers contend, not
only will the FAA perform its
surveillance responsibilities. but the u.s.
a:rlinps also will continue to exercise
surveillance O\'er any work performed
for them by foreign repair stations.

The FAA is dedicated to meeting its
responsibilities under the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and
will continue to do so. It is anticipated
that by modifying these restrictions
related to a determination of need and
to the scope of work to be conducted by
foreign repair stations, a number of
noncertifica ted foreign facilities can
apply for FAA certification. This could
have some impact on FAA certification
and surveillance resources. It is difficult
to anticipate the increase in foreign
repair stations that might result from

this amendment; however. based upon
the domestic experience, the resource
impact should be minimal. The FAA will
respond to any increased workload.

There are approxima tely 900 FAA
inspectors now responsible for domestic
repair stations. This transla tes into
approximately 4% repair stations per
inspector. There are now approximately
200 foreign repair stations. If that
number increased to 300 or 400, and the
number of repair stations per inspector
were the same as the domestic case, it
would require an increase of 22 to 44
inspectors. Thus, even for an increase of
50 to 100 percent in the number of
foreign repair stations. the increase in
the number of required inspectors would
be less than 5 percent of the current
inspector work force, The FAA will
continue the surveillance of the existing
certificated repair stations, domestic or
foreign, and the influx of any new ones.
Having experienced the problems
associated with deregulation and an
expanding industry with 8 declining
FAA inspection work force, the FAA has
grown highly sensitive to the need for 8

safety surveillance work force equal to
the work demands, In addition, the
certification and surveillance
responsibilities of the FAA for foreign
repair stations will make full use of
information provided by local
airworthiness authorities when
appropriate, thus enhancing the
capabilities of the FAA work force, In
any event, there will be no e atlo
in safety because of the rule s a opted.
Regarding the costs incurre by the FAA
in the certification and s eilllance of
foreign repair stations and e minimal
fees currently assessed fo those
services, future rulemaki g will be
conducted to re\iew the dequacy of the
fees prescribed in Part 7. ?<:\j!5:/'\

FAA Enforcement ~~

Several cammenters poin-t out fuat if
the proposals in the notice are adopted,
the FAA could not enforce its
regulations, because fDreign businesses
or individuals could nDI be prosecuted
by the U,S, Government. Although the
commenters state that the Ur.ited States
cannot levy civil penalties against
foreign violators, they do not provide
any explanation to support this
conclusion.

Under this proposal, the FAA would
retain enforcement oversight over U.S.
certificated foreign repair stations
through certificate action and civil
penalty action. Moreover, Pub. L. too
223 amended section 901 of the Federal
Aviation Act of 1958. 8S amended. to
provide for a two-year civil penalty
demonstration program for violations of
the Act or any rule or regulation Issued

thereunder which OCCur after December
30. 1ge7. Under the demonstration
program. the Administrator may assess
("order") civil penaltIes not to exceed
$50,000. after notice and the opportunity
for hearing. This will allow FAA to
adjudicate those civil penalty actions
without referring them to 8 U.S. attorney
for adjudication in a U.S. District Court.
In the case of civil penalties in excess of
$50,000, if the parties cannot reach a
compromise settlement. the actions will
continue to be adjudicated by referring
them directly to 8 U.S. attorney for
adjudication in a U.S. District Court.

In those instances where a respondent
foreign repair station or foreign
mechanic fails to pay a civil penalty (not
in excess of $50,000) assessed under the
demonstration program or fails to offer
and pay a compromise civil penalty (in
excess of $50,000) acceptable to the
Administrator in full settlement of the
alleged violations, the FAA may have
difficulty in obtaining in personam
jurisdiction which is necessary to pursue
8 collection action in the appropriate
U,S, District Court, However. the fact
that many foreign repair sta tions have
designated agents for purposes of
service in the United States obviates the
problem. In any event, where civil
penalty actions are unsuccessful, the
FAA can take certificate action and this
enforcement mechanism will be more
than sufficient to ensure that safety is
maintained, The FAA has not had
substantial difficulty in enforcing
violations of the FAR committed by
foreign repair stations or a foreign
mechanic in the past and does not
foresee such difficulties in the future.

Loss ofJobs

Among those opposing the proposal.
the majority express concern over loss
of jobs in the United States and the
general negative impact on the U.S.
economy that would result if the
proposals are adopted. Twenty-four
hundred and twenty·six commenters
consider the loss of jobs as the major
factor in their ovposition to the
proposal. The magnitude of concern
varies from fear for the individual's job
to "several mHlion" jobs lost
nationwide, including jobs in related
industries. Many commenters express
concern with the potential impact on the
national economy and on specific cities
such as Tulsa. Oklahoma. and Kansas
City, Missouri. The Professional
Aviation Maintenance Association
(PAMA) expresses concern that
sufficient consideration was not given
by the FAA to the loss of jobs, PAMA
questions the statement in the Notice
that the need for maintenance service
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will increase in the United Stales:
PAMA contends that maintenance jobs
will dp.crcase because production of
general Bviation aircraft has decreased
by over 90 percent in the last few years.
Some commenters state that the
aviation industry is going the way of the
steel. electronics, and textile industries:
overseas. No data or analyses were
included in any comment to support
these claims.

In contrast to the contentions of those
expressing concern over los8 of jobs and
negative effects on the economy. the
following infonnation has been provided
to the FAA. The u.s. Industrial Outlook
1958-Aerospace, U.S. Department of
Commerce. January 1988 states:

••• The increasing trend toward
international collaboration is foetering an
escalation in trade of aircraft engines and
aircraft parts. 8.S the world's expanding fleet
of civil and military aircraft demands more
equipment for maintenance and repair· ••
lnlematior:al collaboration in the engine
sector is pro'liding a catalyst for trade and is
creating an indu!try which trenscends
national boundaries· •• The inflation
adjusted value of U.S. aerospace shipments is
projected to climb about 3.3 percent in 1986,
marking the Bulb consecutive year of
iDdustry growth. Meanwhile. U.S. aerospace
EXports 8.!l.d imports will reach record highs
of $l2.1-billion and $B.B-billion. respectively.
The rising rrend of industrial collaboration
beween U.S. and foreign manufacturers in the

£]
'rcrsft sector will be the chief reason for this

increase in the flow of trade. Total industry
employment is forecast to increase almost 3

rcent in 1988.10 836.000.

A sludy by Gellman Research
Associates, Inc.. Jenkinto\\TJ1.
Pennsylvania. which wasrjointly
sponsored by the Air Transport
Associalion of America (ATA) and the
International Air Transport Association
(l-'\.TAl, and included in Ibe ATA and
lATA comments. also addresses tbis
issue and refutes the allegation that
adoption of the proposal will result in
the wholesale loss of jobs in the United
Slales. The study contends that U.S.
domestic repair stations currently
receive more business frem foreign
customers than U.S.-certificated foreign
repair stations receive from U.S.
customers, and that the real threat to
U.S. jobs would be the eslablishment of
trade bamers that could result in
retaliation affecting both domestic
repair stations and other aerospace
activities. Also. in this regard. one major
U.S. manufacturer supporting the notice
comments that its business 8S a U.S.
manufacturer of 8 major product
depends in substantial part on foeign
source business, not only for new engine
buys but for follow-up repair and
overhaul product support. This
commenter points out that .uch reliance

confirms the international and
interdependent nature of today's
aviation marketplace. If this foreign
source business is Jost, which may occur
if the proposals in the notice are not
adopted, this manufacturer is of the
opinion that the inevitable result would
be not only a probable loss of U.S. lobs
at its overhaul and repair facilities. but
also a probable job loss on the
manufacturing side a8 well.

Impact on National Economy and Trade
Balance

Several commenters express concern
that foreign repair stations would have
an unfair economic advantage over
domestic repair stations. ARSA reports
thaI of the ARSA members responding
to its survey, 80 percent stated that they
thought they would be adversely
affected by having to compete with
foreign-owned and subsidized firms. The
FAA understands that this association
represents approximately 90 of the 4,400
repair stations. The number of repair
s\stions responding to the ARSA survey
was not stated in the ARSA commer-ts.
ALPA etates that the Notice requires
foreign repair stations to meet less
stringent standards and will therefore
put domestic repair stations at an
economic disadvantage. Some other
commer-ters state that this would be
unfair competition. because some
foreign countries subsidize the work of
their repair stations. They state that
there is, therefore. a potential for a
negative trade balance. Many
commenters relate this change to other
industries that have lost jobs to foreign
sources. including the steel. automobile.
and electronics industries. One
commenter states that the domestic air
transport industry employs over 100,000
skilled aircraft mechanics. and even the
loss of only 10 percent of repair work in
the United States means a loss of $300
million in direct wage~. causing up to
$600 million in net loss of U.S. income.
The basis for these estimates is not
provided.

Several commentcrs referred to the
FAA view expressed in the notice that
the proposed rule changes would be
consistent with the terms of several
trade agreements to which the United
States is 8 signatory. These commenters,
in supporting the proposal, concur and
stress that the proposal is in accord with
section 1102(a) of the Federal Aviation
Act of 1958, 8S amended. which requires
the FAA to exercise and perform its
powers and duties consistently with any
obligation assumed by the United Stales
in any agreement that may be enforced
between the United States and any
foreign country or countries. Under
section 103 snd Title VI of the Federal

Aviation Act of 1958, 86 amended.
Congress nlandaled that the FAA would
perform its functions on the basis of
aviation safety consideratior.s. Congress
did not delegate to FAA its power to
regulate commerce with foreign nations.
but rather directed the FAA to perfonn
its duties and functions consistent with
international treaties and agreements.

British Airways. 88 well as several
other European commenters. refers to
records maintained by the Association
of European Airlines (AEA) on its
members. It was reported that during
1936. A£A members performed
approximstely $34.3 dollar's worth of
repair work on u.S.-registered aircraft
operated by U.S.-based opera lars. The
$34.3-million figure and all other data
contained in these records were based
on information provided by 11 AEA
foreign air carrier members who
accounted for over 80 percent of the
repair facility capacity of AEA
members. However, in that same year, it
is stated that those same AEA members
spent $80.9 million. more than double
the amount of money spent by the U.S.
operators. for repair services performed
for them by U.S. repair 8tations. In other
words. U.S. repair stations enjoyed
better than a two·to-one trade 8urplus in
aircraft repair work. Furthermore, it is
pointed out. that for the past 5 years,
AEA figures indicate an increasing trenc
in favor of U.S. repair stations.

One large U.S.-certificated foreign
repair station provided data showing
that its gross revenue from its aircraft
engine maintenance work worldwide
was approximately $77 million in 1986
and $89 million in 1987. However. in
1986 this foreign repair station paid
approximately $32 million. or 42 percen
oHts total maintenance revenue to
various U.S. businesses retained to
perform maintenance services as
subcontractors and to provide tools:
equipment; spare parts such as turbine
blades. vanes, and discs; components;
and surplus supplies. The flow of such
funds to the United Sta tes increased in
198710 approximately $39 million. Thi,
foreign repair station expects this treol
to continue in the future.

One foreign air carrier reports that j

purchased $57 million in U.S.
maintenance services in 1986 and
perfonned $47 million in maintenance
services for U.S. customers. Another
large foreign air carrier reports that it
spent $11.2 million on contract repair
its aircraft in the United States in 198(
and received just over $5 million from
services performed for U.S. air camet

British Airways also points out thaI
is a matter of pubHc record that since
1986 the value of the U.s. dollar has
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significantly declined relative to the
vCilue of virtually all of the national
currencies of the AEA member airlines.
As a result, B;-i!ish Airways believes
that. compared to 1986, it would now be
significantly more expensive for U.S.
carriers to have repair work perfonned
by repair stations operated by AEA
members and significantly Je!is
expensive for AEA member carriers to
utilize the services of U.S. domestic
repair stations.

In addition to the comments of ARSA,
there were 10 domestic repair stations
that commented on the notice. Three of
these repair stations support the
proposals in the notice. One 8uch
comrnenter slates that, because the FAA
is authorized to promote the
development of civil aeroneuti:s under
the Federal Aviation Act, the proposals
in the Notice should be promulgated a8
a final rule.

One comrnenter. although a member
of PAMA, disagrees with PAMA'a atated
opposition that the proposals would
have a negative economic and trade
balance impact. The commenter states
that protectionism is a delicate art. and
protectionism should be practiced by the
consumer, not the government. to
minimize retaliation. The commentcr
points out that the balance of payments
is of concern to aU U.S. citizens, but BO
is the ability to obtain aircraft
maintenance in 8 timely manner by a
qualified repair station in accordance
with the Federal Aviation Regulations.

Other commenters supporting the
proposals as contained in the Notice
provide infonnation specificaUy on the
effect of the proposals on the national
economy and l,;e balance of trade. and
submit supporting data. The ATA
surveyed 14 of the largest ATA member
airlines concerning worle. performed by
foreign repair stations for those U.S.
airlines, as welles the worle performed
by those airlines for foreign operators in
1987. Responses from these airlines
indir.ate that approximately 104 million
doll:Jrs' worth of work was performed
by the U.S. air camers for foreign
operators in 1987.ln contrast.
approximately 89 million doBars' worth
of work was performed for these airlines
by foreign repair stations during the
same period. Moreover. of this $89
million, approximately $11 million was
not performed under the authority of the
fureign repsir station certificate, but was
performed under the airlines' authority
to contract maintenance under
t 121.363(b) as well as under
II 121.371(a} and 121.378{a} exemption
'uthority. ATA also pointa out that u.s.
domestic repair stations enjoy
substantial advantages over foreign

repair facilities in conpeting for repair
work from U.S. air carriers in that they
are located much closer to the center of
the carrier's operations. This is
particularly the case when the repair
st~tion is owned and operated by the
U.S. carrier concerned.

ATA also aurveyed 21 large U.S.
organizations that work on transport
airplanes and components. All of these
organizations reported to ATA that they
perform work for foreign operators who
are operating in the United States. Ten
of these organizations reported that 30
percent or more of their work is
accomplished for foreign operators.
Similarly, the results of a recent survey
by lATA of its member airlines show an
expenditure of approximately $184
million in 1987 by 20 foreign airlines for
work performed by U.S. repair stations.
Charts submitted by ATA and lATA aet
forth the use of maintenance by foreign
operators in the United Slates and the
resultant creation of jobs in this country.

To determine the economic impact of
the proposed rulem.king on the
domestic airlines, repair stations.
aircraft manufacturers. and ultimately
U.S. consumers, ATA and lATA jointly
commissioned an economic analysis by
Gellman Research Associates. Inc. As
stated above. a copy of the Gellman
analysis i. enclosed with both the ATA
and lATA comments. ATA ia of the
opinion that the Gellman analysis

. demonstrates that (l) The United States
would not benefit by restricting
international trade in aircraft
maintenance; (2) the aircraft
maintenance business does not contain
the elements (such as economies of
scale) required to provide economic
benefits to a nation by restricting trade;
and (3) even if an economic benefit from
restricting trade in aircraft maintenance
did accrue to repair stations, such
restrictions would result in higher costs
to aircraft operators, such as airlines.
which could translate into higher rates
and fares. The Gellman report concludes
that the ultimate impact would be
reduced demand for air transportation
by consumers and shippers,
accompanied by a reduced earnings and
employment for airlines.

Foreign comrnenters also submitted
information to indicate that, in their
opinion, the proposal in the notice
would not have a negative effect on the
U.S. national economy or on the U.S.
balance of trade. As referred to above,
data taken from the records of the
Association of European Airlines
indicate that U.S. domestic repair
stations enjoyed better than a two-to
one trade surplus in aircraft repair work.
In the opinion of British Airways, the

A£A figures indicate en increasing trend
in favor of U.S. repair stations.

In promulgating the proposals
contained in the notice, the FAA
expressed the view that thP. demand for
mainlenance f>ervices would continue to
grow in the United Slaies. as well as ot
fureign locations. and that the effects of
the proposals in the Notice on the
increase in foreign maintenance and on
the existing work perfonned in the
United State~ must be considered in the
context of expected overall growth in
the industry. In addition. the FAA ataled
that. in Hght of these views, the
proposals would not adversely affect
either the national economy or the U.S.
trade balance. The FAA encouraged
commenters to respond and submit
8upporting economic and trade data for
any beneficial or adverse impacts that
would be anticipated to occur should the
proposed rules be adopted. Though the
views expressed by the FAA were
generally challenged by those opposing
the proposals as a whole. no supportive
economic or trade data were submitted
by these commenters to indicate that
any adverse impact would occur shou!d
the proposed rules be adopted. In
contrast, as described above,
considerable infonnation wes submitted
that supports the initial FAA views.

The U.S. Department of Commerce, as
indicated in ita publication. the U.S.
Industrial Outlook For 1988
Aerospace. expresses the opinion that
the rising trend of industrial
collaboration between U.S. and foreign
manufacturers in t..i.e aviation sector will
be the chief reason that the increase in
the flow of trade may reach record highs
in 1988 of $22 billion for exports and $8.8
billion for imports. The FAA reiterates
its position that the proposals as
contained in the notice would not
appear to have any adverse impact on
the national economy or trade balance.

Impoct of War and Terrorism/5cbotage

Over 60 CClrnmenters opposing the
notice express the view that, with more
U.S. jobs lost to foreign facilities by
enactment of the proposals. there would
be fewer qualified mechanics and
maintenance facilities available to the
United States in the event of war. They
a;50 express concern that U.S. aircraft
would be more susceptible to
international terrorism or sabotage
activity. No supporting data were
B1Jbmitted by the commenters espousing
this issue.

As stated above, the FAA has been
advised that the U.S. Air Force (USAF)
has relied heavily on foreign sources to
Tepair its aircraft for many years 80 that
USAF readiness and Bustainability can
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Foreign Retaliation

Several commenters supporting the
notice point out that failure of the
United States to adopt the proposed
amendments may be viewed by foreign
governments as an overly protectionist
act by the U.S. Government and, under
these circumstances, it would be
reasonable to assume that if the
proposed amendments are not adopted.
there would be intense pressures a;}
foreign governments to impose
reciprocal restrictions on th~ use of U.S.
repair stations by their national flag
carriers. Furthermore. the commenters
state that the demand for reciprocal
restrictions could easily expand to
include other aviation products and

comments supporting the proposal point
out that U.S. carriers have. and will
continue to have, the overwhelming
portion of all maintenance work
performed in the United States. This is
borne out by U.S. airline testimony
before Congress on the use of foreign
repair stations by U.S.airlines (Hearing
Before the A viation Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Public Works
and Transportation, looth Congress.
First Session, July 28, 1987, page. 59, 92,
and 362). ATA's comments supporting
this notice point out that there is more to
consider in the cost of maintenance than
the cost of the labor. such as overhead,
depreciation of sophisticated equipment,
inventory costs. shop capacity, delays in
shipment to aircraft or components to
foreign shops, and the availability of
skilled labor to perform the
maintenance. ATA takes the position
that the United States is well in the lead
in these areas.

RAA. in supporting the proposals in
the notice. states that U.S. regional
airlines do not. as a rule. opera te
revenue flights outside of the United
States. Thus. regional airlines do not
rely heavily on foreign repair stations to
do work that could be done in this
country. On the other hand. RAA points
out that regional airlines are impacted
by FAA rules that prevent such air
carriers from sending aircraft and
components to the original manufacturer
for repair or overhaul to ensure that the
manufacturer remains accountable for
the quality of the product.

Evidence and arguments submitted by
the commenters forwarding information
support the conclusion that U.S. airlines
prefer to maintain their aircraft at
domestic locations.

The FAA does not concur with the
contention that. if the proposals are
adopted. there will be an exodus of u.s.
air carrier maintenance operatiOl';s
overseas.

exemption process not only increases
the workload of an already heavily
burdened FAA staff, it poses serious
problems for carriers requiring prompt
maintenance. The unavoidable delay
caused by the need to prepare, file. and
obtain an exemption can be a serious
problem for a carrier that faces
unexpected maintenance problems.
Furthermore, the exemption process is
not only time consuming and
burdensome for the petitioner. but is
intended to cover only unique problems
of a person, rather than classes of
problems.

Bogus Parts

Over 75 commenters oppose the
proposal contained in the Notice
contending that there would be
im:reased use of unaullIorized or
"bogus" parts and components on U.S.·
registered aircraft if the proposals are
adopted. The International Association
of Machini.ts [lAM) relers to the large
amount of foreign parts not maintained
according to FAA specifications that
were found during the National Air
Transportation Inspections (NAT!) and
the investigation of the crash of an
Arrow Air D~, Other thaD lAM'.
reference. no supporting documentation

~ubmittedon this issue.
l Jro.T;~ problems encountered during the

NA11 program.'B e cqrnplex. involving
repair station au rity and surveillance
issues. Some of the p ems associated
with repair station authon are
addressed by .this rulerpaking in that
what are currently considered to be
"unauthorized" ,p~rts are so. simply
because of the'e)Crstlng restrictive scope
~::ork that can be accomplished by

foreign repair stations~The problems
ociated with surveillance have been

addressed by the FAA and will continue
to be closely monitored.

Dissolution of u.s. Air Carrier
Maintenance Operations

Over 45 commenters that oppose
NPRM No. 87-12 express concern that
airline management. in supporting
amendment of Part 145 in regard to
foreign repair stations. is looking only at
maintenance costs, not quality. and that
airline management would be quick to
move all of their airline overhaul
facilities out of the country. These
commenters contend that if the
proposals are adopted U.S. air carriers
would completely dissolve portions of
their maintenance operations dnd send
all component and aircraft work
overseas. No substantive data were
presented to support the above
conte~ti

Th 'AA lace full maintenance
respl.' 'ity on the operator. Airline

1='- '" \~

be increased by retaining its aircraft
close to operating locations where the
aircraft would be used during conflict.

r: In the nearly 40 years since U.S.-
I ~egistered aircraft have been utilizing

foreign repair stations. the threat of war
or terrorism!sabotage has not been a
problem; there is no reason to believe
the amendments adopted in this rule
would change that.....
Drugs

Several commenters express concern
over the use of illegal substJnces by
personnel overseas. The commenters
stale that drug use is checked in the
United States by the growing practice of
testing for illegal substances. which may
not be the case at foreign repair
stations. Testing for drug use in the
aviation industry is a matter of growing
importance. The FAA has initiated other
regulatory actions in this area.
Therefore. the comrnenters' concerns are
outside the scope of this rulemaking.

Exemption Process

Over 15 comrnenters opposing NPRM
No, 87-12 point out that the proposed
rule is not necessary, because
exemptions currently permit certain
work to be performed overseas by
foreign repair stations.

The FAA has handled over 100
exemption actions from petitions filed
by U.S. air carriers for relief from the
operating Parts of the regulations (Parts
121 and 135) to pennit these carriers to
use foreign repair facilities that
otherwise would not be available under
current regulations. Exemptions were
granted to air carriers who operate
foreign·manufactured aircraft andlor
foreign-manufactured components
installed on U.S.-registered aircraft. and
have limited access to qualified repair
and overhaul facilities in the United
States. As an example, one U.S. air
carrier commenting on the Notice points
out that it uses a foreign-manufactured
air compressor. and there is no U.S.
domestic repair station authorized or
equipped to overhaul and repair such a
unit. The FAA has found that allowing
such carriers to utilize experienced type
certificate holders and U.S.-certificaled
foreign repair facilities with trained
personnel, who are qualified to perform
work on original foreign-manufactured
component parts, provides a level of
safety equal to that pro..-ided by the
rules from which the exemptions have
been sought. While the FAA has granted
exemptions to U.S. air carriers in these
cases, that mechanism does not provide
a solution to all of the problems brought
about by the increasingly international
character of U.S. air ciurier operations.
As stated by one U.S. air carrier. the
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be increased by retaining its aircraft exemption process not only increases
close to operating locations where the the workload of an already heavily
aircraft would be used during conflict. burdened FAA staff, it poses serious

In the nearly 40 years since U.S.- problems for carriers requiring prompt
Gegistered aircraft have been utilizing maintenance. The unavoidable delay
. foreign repair stations, the threat of war caused by the need to prepare. file, and

or terrorismlsabotage has not been a obtain an exemption can be a serious
problem; there is no reason to believe problem for a carrier that faces
the amendments adopted in this rule unexpected maintenance problems.
would change that. Furthermore. the exemption process is

..... ·D not only time consuming and
rugs burdensome for the petitioner. but is
Several commenters express concern intended to cover only unique problems

over the use of illagal subst3nces by of a person. rather than classes of
personnel overseas. The commenters problems.
state that drug use is d:ecked in the
United States by the growing practice of Bogus Parts
testing for illegal substances. which may Over 75 commenters oppose the
not be the case at foreign repair proposal contained in th.e Notice
stations. Testing for drug use in the contending that there would be
aviation industry is a matter of growing increased use of unauL1)orized or
importance. The FAA has initiated other "bogus" parts and components on U.S.-
regulatory actions in this area. registered aircraft if the proposals are
Therefore. the commenters' concerns are adopted. The International Association
outside the scope of this rulemaking. of Machinists (lAM) refers to the large
E t' p. amount of foreign parts not maintained

xemp JOn rocess according to FAA specifications that
Over 15 cornmenters opposing NPRM. were found during the National Air

No. 87-12 point out that the proposed Transportation Inspections (NATI) and
rule is not necessary, because the investigation of the crash of an
exemptions cUITently permit certain Arrow Air DC-8. Other than lAM's
work to be performed overseas by reference, no supporting documentation
foreign repair stations. ~asubmitted on this issue.

The FAA has handled over 100 e problems encountered during the
exemption actions from petitions filed NAT! program:eJ;.e cQmplex, involving
by U.S. air carriers for relief from the repair station 8Uth rity and surveillance
operating Parts of the regulations (Parts issues. Some of the p ems associated
121 and 135) to permit these carriers to with repair station authorl are
use foreign repair facilities that addressed by .this ruleIJ1aking in that
otherwise would not be available under what are ctuTently considered to be
current regulations. Exemptions were "unauthorized" Jl!!.rts are so, simply
granted to air carriers who operate because of the\e)tisting restrictive scope
foreign-manufactured aircraft and/or ~::ork that can be accomplished by
foreign-manufactured components foreign repair stations. The problems
installed on U.S.-registered aircraft. and ociated with survei1lance have been
have limited access to qualified repair addressed by the FAA and will continue
and overhaul facilities in the United to be closely monitored.
States. As an example. one U.S. air .. r . .

carrier commenting on the Notice points D1S~olutlOn of u.s. Al.r Carner
out that it uses a foreign-manufactured Mamtenance Operatfons
air compressor. and there is no U.S. Over 45 commenters that oppose
domestic repair station authorized or NFRM No. 87-12 express concern that
equipped to overhaul and repair such a airline management. in supporting
unit. The FAA has found that allowing amendment of Part 1--15 in regard to
such carriers to utilize experienced type foreign repair stations. is looking only at
certificate holders and U.S.-certificated maintenance costs, not quality·. and that
foreign repair facilities with trained airline management would be quick to
personnel, who are qualified to perform move all of their airline overhaul
work on original foreign-manufactcred facilities out of the country. These
component parts, provides a level of comrnenters contend that if [he
safety equal to that pro\"ided by the proposals are adopted U.S. air carriers
rules from which the exemptions have would completely dissolve portions of
been sought. While the FAA has granted their maintenance operations dod send
exemptions to U.S. air carriers in these all component and aircraft work
cases, that mechanism does not provide overseas. No substanlive data were
a solution to all of the problems brought presented to support the above
about by the increasingly international conte~ti
character of U.S. air carrier operations. Th'AA lace full maintenance
As slaled by one U.S. air carrier, the resPl' I ity on the operator. Airline

p. '" \~

comments supporting the proposal point
out that U.S. carriers have, and will
continue to have. the overwhelming
portion of all maintenance work
performed in the United Sta tes. This is
borne out by U.S. airline testimony
before Congress on the use of foreign
repair stations by U.S.airlines (Hearing
Before the A via/ion Subcommittee of
the House Committee on Public Works
and Transportation. l00th Congress.
First Session. July 28. 1987. pages 59,92,
and 362). ATA's comments supporting
this notice point out that there is more to
consider in the cost of maintenance than
the cost of the labor. such as overhead.
depreciation of sophisticated equipment.
inventory costs. shop capacity, delays in
shipment to aircraft or components to
foreign shops, and the availability of
skilled labor to perform the
maintenance. ATA takes the position
that the United States is well in the lead
in these areas.

RAA, in supporting the proposals in
the notice, states that U.S. regional
airlines do not, as a rule, operate
revenue flights outside of the United
States. Thus, regional airlines do not
rely heavily on foreign repair stations to
do work that could be done in this
country. On the other hand, RAA points
out that regional airlines are impacted
by FAA rules that prevent such air
carriers from sending aircraft and
components to the original manufacturer
for repair or overhaul to ensure that the
manufacturer remains accountable for
the quality of the product.

Evidence and arguments submitted by
the commenters forwarding information
support the conclusion that U.S. airlines
prefer to maintain their aircraft at
domestic locations.

The FAA does not concur with the
contention that. if the proposals are
adopted. there will be an exodus of U.S.
air carrier maintenance operations
overseas.

Foreign Retaliation

Several commenters supporting the
notice point out that failure of the
United States to adopt the proposed
amendments may be viewed by foreign
governments as an overly protectionist
act by the U.S. Government and. under
these circumstances. it would be
reasonable to assume that if the
proposed amendments are not adopted.
there would be intense pressures 0>'1

foreign governments to impose
reciprocal restrictions on th~ use of U.S.
repair stations by thair national nag
carriers. Furthermore. the commenters
state that the demand for reciprocal
restrictions could easily expand to
include other aviation products and
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or adverse impacts should the proposed
r"..lle8 be adopted. The FAA also
solicited recommendations for better
methods to achieve the objectives of the
rules and rule changes proposed in the
Notice. Though the views hy the FAA
were strongly challenged by those
opposing the proposals a8 a whole, no
supportive factuiil economic or trade
information was submitted by these
commenters to indicate how an adverse
impact would occur to the national
economy or trade balance should tbe
proposed rules be adopted; nor were
any recommendations submitted by
these commenters for achieving the
objectives of the rules. These
commenters desire to retain the status
quo and maintain the foreign repair
atation regulations adopted in 1949 8S

they are now set forth in Part 145.
Those opposed to the proposals

contained in the notke express concern
that foreign repair stations would have
an unfair economic advantage over
domestic repair stations. These
commenters allege foreign repair
stations would have to meet less
stringent standards than domestic repair
stations and that domestic repair
stations would be placed at an economic
disadvantage. One unsubstantiated
statement alleges that if the proposals
are adopted. there would be a net 108S in
U.S. income of up to $800 million. The
basis for these estimates is not
provided. An association of repair
stations reported that, of its members
responding to a survey sent out by the
association. 80 percent stated that they
thought they would be adver.;ely
affected by having to compete with
foreign.owned and subsidized firms. No
supporting data were submitted by this
association, even as to the number of
repair stations the association
represented. or the number of repair
stations responding to the s~ey. The
FAA understands that this association
represents approximately 90 of the 4,400
repair stations.

The primaf}' concern expressed in
most of the opposing comments is
related to the loss of jobs in the Uniled
States and the general negative impact
on the U.S. economy that would result if
the proposals are adopted. A wide range
of estimates for lost jobs is offered;
however, there is no explanation of bow
these estimates were made. In general.
no data or analyses were included in
any comment to support these claims.

As detailed in the Discussion of
Comments section, commenters
supporting the proposals submitted
extensive and factual information
indicating that foreign entities currently
spend up to twice as much in the United

Regulatory Evaluation
In promulgating the proposals

contained in the notice, the FAA
expressed the view that the demand for
maL~tenance services will continue to
grow in the United States 8S well as at
foreign locations. The eff~cts of the
proposals in the notice on the increa~e

in foreign maintenance and on the
existing work performed in the United
States must be considered in the context
of expected overall growth in the
industry. In addition, the FAA stated
that the proposals would not adversely
affect either the national economy or the
U.S. trade halance. The FAA further
concluded that there would not be a
large shift of jobs from the United States
to foreign countries.

In light of the ahove views. the FAA
encouraged commenters to respond and
8ubmit supporting fectual economic and
trade data for any anticipated benefical

adopt regulations that ni:JtTowed their
current foreign repair restrictions, the
U.S. aviation maintenance industry
would suffer a substantial loss of
business. The Aerospace Industries
Association of America declared that
(pages 98 and 99):

Any regulation that would re&trict the free
flow of trade in the intemationalairline
market would ultimately have 8 negative
impact on the U.S. aerospace industry and
the Nation'. overaU trade balance. Lest year,
the industry employed 1.3 million people.
Lo88 of competitiveness in the world market
could lead 10 8 catastrophic los8 of American
jobs in this vital manufacturing sector.

• •• Further. the imposition of trade
restrictions is clearly not within FAA',
pUJ"'.'iew and should be left to international
negotiation. The use of FAA's regulations for
protectionism wiU give rise to reciprocal
actions from foreign airworthineSi ageDciea
and will undennine the FAA's worldwide
credibility in safety_

Commenters raising this issue
I conclude the foreign retaliation could

well result in reduced business by
domestic repair Itations. These
comrneoters also contend that domestic
airframe. engine, electronics. and
equipment manufacturers could be
targeted for retaliatory measures
resulting in higher costs to their
businesses, reduced demand for their
products, and ultimately reduced
~earnings and employment.

Paperwork Reduction Act
Infonnation collection requirements in

the proposed amendments to ~ 135.443
have previously been approved by the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) under the provisions of the
Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 [Pub.
L. 9&-511) and have been assigned OMB
Control Number Z1ZlHlO39.

sl-'r\'ices. such 88 8 product
manufactu:-ed by both domestic and
fO!'"fign entities.

Aeron<'lutical authoritie~ of t.he British
and German governments (eAA and
LBA) remind the FAA in their comments
that their governments permit U.S.
domestic repair stations unrestricted
access to their aviation industry, subject
only to the need for current release
documentation and records. Any
significant difference between the intent
of the final rule and the intenl of the
notice would be assumed by these
governments to be caused by concern
for safety standards. They, in tum.
would be required to review their own
acceptance standards from any foreign
source, including U.S. domestic repair
stations. The aeronautical authority of
the French government (DGAC) stales
tha t they are planning to review their
regula lions related to DGAC
certification of foreign repair stations
(e.g., U.S. domestic repair stations)
under the same technical requirements \
as French repair stations except in cases
where, due to maintenance
arrangements or bilateral agreements
between authorities, it will be
reciprocally recognized that the
approvals given by one authority are
considered valid by the other.

Other supporters of the proposals also
point out that no major foreign
government currently imposes Bny
regulatory restrictions on the use of
FAA-certificated U.S. repair facilities b3'
its own airlines. These commenters refer
repeatedly to testimony at the
Congressional hearing on the use of
foreign repair stations by U.S. airlines in
July 1987 (Hearing hefore the Avialion
Subcommittee of the House Committee
on Public Works and Transportation).
Mr. Crawford F. Brubaker. the Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for the
United States, testified at this bearing
that many foreign governments had
informed him that retaining existing
geographic restrictions on foreign repair
stations is inconsistent with the
Agreement on Trade in Civil Aircraft
which was negotiated pursuant to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATTl. In his testimony, p.1r.
Brubaker slated (page 8):

However. if. in the view of our foreign
trading pattner~ this issue is not resolved in a
prompt and fair maJUler. there is a possibility
that a dispute action {GAlT} might be filed
by one or more signatories. Should any
trading partner take counteraction, it could
be detrimental to both our airlines and to our
aircraft industry.

At this same hearing. Pratt &. Whitney
testimony (page 103) and Boeing Co.
testimony (page 101) were to the effect
that if foreign governments were to
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Slates for maintenance 85 U.S. operators
spend abroad. These commenters
contend that this trend will continue.
ber:ause there will not be 8 drClmatic

. increase in the number of new foreign
repair stations. Furthermore. there are 8

limited number of facilities in the world
that can meet the FAA's stringent
requirements.

The expectation that trade will not be
sdversely affected is supported by the
U.S. Department of Commerce that
~ he rising trend of industrial

ollaborating etween U.S. and foreign
-. JD8nu ae UTers in the 8\·iation sector will
lMncrease the expected flow of trade for

198810 record highs. The U.s.
Department of Commerce cited figures
of $22 billion for exports and $S.8 billion
for imports in the aviation sector. This
trend towards international
collaboration in aircraft manufacturing
will also result in tl-Ie growth of trade in
equipment for maintenance and repair,
and consequently reciprocal growth in
the trade of repair services. This
expected expansion 6upports the FAA
view that overall growth in the aviation
industry will offset losses, if any. in
maintenance and services.

Supporters of the proposals refute the
allegations that the rules would create
an exodus of jobs from the Uniled States
to foreign countries. contending that the
allegations are unsupported. As pointed
out by such supporters in the Discussion
of Comments section, there will not be a
wholesale use offareign repair stations
by U.S. operators. Also, the U.S.
Department of Commerce points out that
the world's expanding fleet of aircraft
will demand more equipment for
maintenance and repair, and the total
industry employment for 1988 in the
overall aviation sector is forecast to
increase by almost 3 percent.

Additionally, as pointed out in the
Discussion of Comments section, if the
foreign repair station rules are not
updated Bnd adopted as proposed, and
if the United States retains the status
quo and adopts a stance of
protectionism. there are sufficient
indicators regarding the likelihood of
some retaliatory action from some
foreign governments to adjust their
regulations. making them 8S restrictive
a8 those currently in effect in Part 145.
These actions could very well result in a
negative impact on the U.S. economy.
This possibility is supported by the facl
that the U.S. Department of Commerce
has ~een advised by many foreign
governments that, in their opinion,
retention of existing geographic _
restrictions on foreign repair stations by.
the United States is inconsilitent with
certain international treaties to which ..

the United States is a signatory. These
foreign governments have further stated
that if they were to take counteraction.
it could be detrimental to both U.S.
airlines and to the U.S. aircraft industry.

Although expanding access to world
markets for aircraft maintenance cuuld
result in additional wOjk being done at
foreign locations. the FAA must
conclude from the information submitted
to this docket (Docket No. 25454) thai
the consequences would not inlcude a
major, if any. shirt in jobs. Nor, will
adoption of these rules have 8n adverse
impact on the national economy or on
the U.S. balance of trade. The
Discussion of Comments section points
out that the rules will be beneficial.
particularly to U.S. air carriers and to
manufacturers (as well 8S to some
domestic repair stations) in their ability
to obtain maintenance and repair work
on foreign-manufactured aircraft and
components. Further. it should also be
noted that there are no direct
compliance costs to U.S. interests
associated with the foreign repair
station revisions. because certification
as a repair station is strictly voluntary.
A loss of some jobs could certainly be
possible, if only as 8 normal effect of
any competition: however. the
supporting information in the docket
does not show that such a major loss
would occur.

Thougb the rule could be restricted
solely to foreign manufacturers. this
restriction would not fully address many
U.S. air carrier problems. particularly in
cases where there is no domestic facility
capable of performing certain necessary
maintenance. Likey.:ise, limiting the
scope of work only to warranted items
will not cover a situation in which no
U.S. domestic repair station is
authorized or equipped to overhaul and
repair 8 certain component not covered
by warranty.

"The airline industry has experienced
rapid growth following deregulation
resulting in a demand for equipment
suitable to the individual operator's
requirements. This de::nand has been
increasingly met through international
endeavors in the manufacture of aircraft
and their components. The demand for
qualified maintenance services and
facilities has grown as the fleet of
foreign·manufactured aircraft has
increased, particularly in the regional
and commuter airline industry.

Many U.S. operators have not
invested the capital required to provide
domestic maintenance facilities that are
capable of servicing foreign- .
manufactured aircraft, nor have they'
been able to attract outside repair
facilities to provide the necessary .

services. Under the existing regulations.
some carriers that operate foreign
manufactured aircraft have obtained
exemptions to take advantage of the
manufacturer's warranty provisions for
the products they operate. Presently.
some manufacturers are precluded from
repairing their own products. because of
their repair station's location or their
inability to obtain U.S. certification
under H 145.71 and 145.73.

While the FAA has grant.d
exeI!lPtions to U.S. air carriers to permit
themlp'use foreign repair facilities that
would not be otbewise available under
current regulations. that mechanism
does not provide a solution to all of the
problems brou;;)ll about by the
increasingly international character of
U.S. air carrier operations. The
exemption process is time consuming
and by its very nature places a repeated
and continued burden on a petitioner. 11
does not take care of unforeseen
maintenance needs and is only intended
to cover unique problems of an
individual person. rather than classes of
problems. such as the matter of foreign
repair stations. Also, in light of the
lengthy negotiation process associated
with formulating and refining bilateral
agreements, pursuing additional
bilateral agreements for maintenance of
U.S.-registered aircraft is not considered
advantageous in terms of any short-term.
benefits for the U.S. aviation
community.

The FAA has determined that
allowing domestic and foreigr..
manufacturers holding U.S. repair
station certificates to contract the repair
of components to non-U.S.-certificated
repair stations. domestic and foreign.
under the specific circumstances set
forth in the amended 1 145.47(c) will not
diminish the quality of the repairs, as
the components would be approved for
return to service under the repair
station's quality control process that bas
been found acceptable to the FAA. This
new process wiD increase the Bmount of
maintenance resources a\'ailable to U.S.
operators. thereby reducing costs and
delays associated with their operations.

The amendmenllo 1135 443[b), which
pennits 8 foreign repair station to return
an aircraft or part to service after
perfonnance of maintenance, similar to
existing 1 121.709(b). should not result in
any adverse impact. Because the
implementation of 1 121.709(b) has nol
created any problems. none are
anticipated from the change to Part 135.
Further, being able to use a foreign
repair station to return their aircraft to
service would be 8 major benefit for
P~rt 135 operators.
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PART 145-REPAIR STATIONS

PART 135-AIR TAXI OPERATORS
AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS

3, The authority citation for Part 145
continues to read as follows:

Authority: Sees. 313, 314., 601, and 607, 72
Stat. 752, 49 U.S.C. 1354(8). 1355. 1421, and
1427, unless otherv,dse noted.

4. By amending 1145.47 by
redesignating paragraph (c) as (d) and
adding a new paragraph (c) to read as
follows,

§ 145.47 Equipment and materials: Rating.
other than limited rattngs.

ii,
ill
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(b)· ••
(3)· ••

Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(3) of this
section, after maintenance, preventive
maintenance, or alterations performed
by a repair station certificated under the
provisions of Subpart C of Part 145, the
airworthiness release or log entry
required by paragraph (a) of this section
may be signed by 8 person authorized
by that repair station.

The R.ule

In consideration of the foregoing, the
Federal Aviation Administration
amends Parts 135 and 145 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (14 CFR Parts 135
and 145) as follows,

1. The authority citation for Part 135
continues to read as follows:

Authority. 49 U.S.C. 1354(B). 1355(8), 1421
through 1431. Bnd 1502,49 U.S.C. l06(g)
(Revised Pub. L 97-449, January 12, 1983)_

2.. By amending 1135.443(b) by adding
a flush paragraph following
I 135.443(bJ(3) to read as follows,

f 135.443 AJrworthlneu release or aIrcraft
malntenaoce Jog entry.

(cl A certificated domestic or foreign
repair station may contract maintenance
and alteration of components of a type
certificated product to 8 noncertificated
source identified in the repair station's
inspection procedures manua) provided:

(1) The repair station ia the
manufacturer who originally
manufactured the product for which it
holds a U.S. type certificate;

(2) The contracted component is
included as part of the type certificated
product;

(3) The component maintenance is
done by the original component
manufacturer or its manufacturing
licensee; and .

Iilrge airlines. The majority of the 4,400
domestic repair stations are small
entities (businesses with less than 200
employees), These small domestic repair
stations are primarily concerned with
the smaller genera) aviation U.S.
registered aircraft and components and
are not impacted by an increase or
decrease in the number of foreign repair
stations. Therefore, the FAA has
detennined that the amendments are not
expected to have a significant impact on
a substantial number of small entities
snd has concluded that a regulatory
flexibiJity analysis is not required.

Federalism ImplicationB

The regulations set forth in .these
amendments are promulgated pursuant
to authority in the Federal Aviation Act
of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 1301, et
seq.), which Btalute 1B construed to
preempt State law regulating the Bame
subject. Thus, in accordance with
Executive Order 12612, it is determined
that such regulations do not have
federalism implications warranting the
preparation of a Federalism
Assessment.

Conclusion

For the reasons discussed in the
preamble and based on the findings in
the Regulatory Flexibility Determination
snd the International Trade Impact
Analysis, the FAA has detennined that
this final rule is not major under
Executive Order 12291, and that this rule
will not have a significant economic
impact, positive or negative, on a
8ubstar..tial number of small entities
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. This proposal is
considered significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). The
regulatory evaluation of this final rule,
including a Regulatory Flexibility
Determination and Trade Impact
Analysis, is printed in its entirety in this
final rule and has been placed in the
regulatory docket. A copy may be
obtained by contacting the person
identified under "FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION CONTACT."

List of Subjects

14 CPR Part 135

Air carriers, Air taxis, Aircraft,
Airmen, Aviation 8afety,-Reporting and
recordkeeping requirements,

14 CFR Part 145

Aircraft, Airworthiness, Aviation
Bafety. Reporting and recordlteeping
requirements.

International Trade Impact Analysis

As sct forth in the Discussion of
Comments section, the amendments
contained herein are consistent with the
terms of several trade agreements to
which the United Slales is a signatory.
such 8S the Trade Agreements Act of
1979 [19 U.S.C. 2501 et 8eq.),
incorporating the Agreement on Trade
in Civil Aircraft (31 U.S.T. 619). and the
Agreement on Technical Bamers to
Trade (Standards) (19 U.S.C. 2531). Not
only do these changes reflect the FAA's
desire to eliminate unnecessary barriers
to international trade. hut Buch action is
consistent with section 1102(a) of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as
amended, which requires the FAA to
exercise and perform its powers and
duties consistently with any obligation
assumed by the United States in any
agreement that may be in force between
the United States and any foreign
country or countries. The economic
trade impacts are discussed in the
previous section (Regulatory
Evaluation).

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA)
of 1980 was enacted by Congress to
ensure that small entitities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionately
burdened by government regulations.
The RFA requires agencies to review
rules which may have "a significant
impact on a substantial number of small
entities."

The FAA has determined that these
amendments are not expected to have a
significant impact on a substantial
number of small entities. The provisions
of this rule are primarily directed
toward the activities of foreign repair
stations and, therefore, domestic repair
stations are not expected to incur any
costs for compliance, Consequently, the
domestic repair stations should not
incur any Significant economic impact
under FAA Order 2100.14A, September
16,1986, Regulatory Flexibility Criteria
and Guidance, Furthermore, by deleting
barriers in the aviation repair station
industry 8nd enccuraging potential
entrepreneurs to introduce beneficial
products and processes to the aviation
industry 8S 8 whole, the amendments
are consistent with the Act (see RFA
Bee. 2(a)[5)). ThiB ia Bupported by
comments received on the notice.

Of the 10 domestic repair stations that
commented individually, 5 indicate that·
they are large repair stations and not
small entities; DO indication was given
as to the size of the·other 5 repair
stations. The bulk of those commenters
opposing the notice are individual
employees of large entitieB, particularly
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5. By revising § 145.7110 read as
follows:

§ 145.71 General requirements.
A repair station certificate with

appropriate ratings may be issued for a
foreign repair station if the
Administrator determines that it will be

(4) Before such a component is
returned to service. the repair station
ensures that it is being returned to
service in accordance with the repair
station's quality control system 8S

approved by the Administrator and set
fortb in the repair station's operationa
specifications and inspection procedures
manualI
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necessary for maintaining or altering
United States registered aircraft and
aircraft engines. propellers. appliances,
and component parta thereof for use on
United States registered aircraft. A
foreign repair station must meet the
requirements for 8 domestic repair
station certificate. except those in
n 145.39 through 145.43.

6. By revising § 145.73 to read as
follows:

I U5.73 Scope of worlc: authorized.
(al A certificated foreign repair

station may. with respect to United
States registered aircraft, maintain or
alter aircraft. airframes, powerplants,
propellers, or component parts thereof.

The Administrator may prescribe
operations specifications containing
limitations that the Administrator
determines necessary to comply with
the airworthiness requirements of this
chapter.

(h) A certificated foreign repair
station may perform only the specific
services and functions within the ratings
and classes that are stated in its
operations specifications. -

Issued in Washington. DC. on November
16.1988
T. Allan McArtor,
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 8&-26934 Filed 11-17--88; 12:28 pm)
BlWNG CODE .Ito-l)-M


